
(Bojan starts presentation) 

Good morning everyone and thank you for joining us so early for a talk about
map projections. 

As you may or may not noticed, in August of this year we published a new map 
projection: Equal Earth

This morning Tom and I will talk about it. 
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First, a few words about what motivated this project.

In March of last year, Boston Public Schools announced the switch to the Gall-
Peters projection for all classroom world maps. 

The announcement went viral and was reported by many major national and 
international news outlets.

They largely focused on a false fact, that Peters map is the only equal-area 
projection that shows land features at their true relative sizes.
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I am just showing you this map in case there is anyone in the audience 
unfamiliar with it. 

I think there is no need for me to present the reasons why the Peters 
projection is not appropriate for small-scale mapping. This map explains it all. 
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Arthur Robinson and John Snyder in late 80’s and early 90’s made huge 
efforts to discredit the Peters projection. 

Here we see Robinson’s famous “wet underwear” quote about the Peters 
projection in a Wesley Jones cartoon created for Ken Field’s recent 
cartography book. 

Nevertheless, despite the admonitions of cartographers, this projection still 
pops up now and again. 
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(Bojan continues talking on this slide)

About a week after the Boston outbreak, Bernie and I got an email from Tom, 
saying something like:

“Motivated by recent news …, I started … looking for a better equal-area world 
map projection.

The options are … not so good judging solely on appearance. 

As an antidote (for Gall-Peters), … we should have a more visually acceptable 
equal-area world map to offer schools and socially-conscious organizations.

… would you be interested in developing this projection…?”

Tom will next talk about the graphical design …

(Bojan, leaves this slide up and hands off to Tom)
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(Tom starts here)

Our first step was to look at other equal-area projections—there are many. We 
did not consider cylindrical projections and those with unusual shapes that 
might confuse general audiences.
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We favored pseudo-cylindrical projections that better mimic Earth’s spherical 
form with arcing lateral meridians, such as these.
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Some equal-area projections show the poles as points. A positive result is how 
Antarctica better retains its circular shape. A big negative is extreme area 
compression at high latitudes where the meridians converge. There just isn’t 
enough room there to place map labels.
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Other projections have short pole lines instead of pole points. This is an 
improvement. However, the lateral meridians bulge outward in a manner that 
map readers find displeasing according to a survey by Savric et. al. (2015).
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Of the available equal-area projections, the Eckert 4 and Wagner 4 come 
closest to meeting our design preferences. But there are problems. The Eckert 
4 with rounded corners looks like an amorphous blob, especially without a 
graticule. And the lateral meridians of the Wagner 4 bulge a bit too much.
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Our solution was to design a new equal-area projection falling somewhere in 
the middle. 
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Beyond what it looks like, because marketing is so important nowadays, we 
decided to give it the catchy name Equal Earth.
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We began development on Equal Earth over one year ago. From the start, we 
wanted it to have a shape similar to that of the popular Robinson projection, 
but with area equivalency.
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The Equal Earth projection is a hybrid that blends traits of the Eckert 4 and 
Putnins P4’.

We did the blending in a web application developed by Bernhard Jenny that 
implements a technique Strebe introduced recently. This tool was custom built 
for designing Equal Earth.
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The technique allowed us to mix and match forward and inverse projection
equations. Combining the Putnins P4’ and Eckert 4 as shown here was the 
first step in the design process.
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Next, we turned our attention to the “Scale Factor” and “Equal-area Stretch
Factor” sliders.
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Slight adjustments to these sliders resulted in an equal-area projection 
resembling the Robinson. The “Equal-area Stretch Factor” was especially 
critical …
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A stretch value of 0.97 produces a taller, more compact map projection that fits 
nicely on a page. But the continents are too stretched on the north-south axis. 
A value of 1.07 fixes the stretched continents but now the overall map is too 
wide. The Goldilocks solution was 1.02.

We got good feedback on this at NACIS Commons last year – thanks!

With graphical design of Equal Earth done, Bojan next turned his attention to 
writing the equation …
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(Bojan takes over now)
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When deriving mathematics for the Equal Earth projection we took 5 
projection’s properties into account. 
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The first property is that the Equal Earth projection depicts poles as straight 
lines. 

To achieve that with mathematics, we first renumbered all geographic latitude 
to parametric latitudes using equation on the next slide. 
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The second property we used is that the projection has straight and unequally 
spaced parallels. 

This means that y coordinate solely depends on the geographic latitude and/or 
parametric latitude. 
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The next step was approximating the spacing of the parallels and defining the 
y equation. 

In this step, we took into consideration that the graticule is symmetric relative 
to the equator and the central meridian.

For the approximation, we used the least square adjustment method and came 
up with a polynomial equation using only powers of parametric latitude.
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Another very useful property in equation development was that meridians are 
equally spaced along every parallel.

This actually means that x coordinate is a linear function of the geographic 
longitude.
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And finally, to develop the final x coordinate equation, we used the equal-area 
condition.
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And these are the final equations for the Equal Earth projection.
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The Equal Earth projection is already available in the following projection 
libraries and software. It is amazing to see how fast the projection has been 
adapted. Thanks everyone for that. 
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(Back to Tom)

Our project to offer the Equal Earth projection as an alternative to the Gall-
Peters projection has a second part. We also created a political wall map—in 
the Equal Earth projection, of course—that anyone can download free of 
charge.

We’d like to show it to you.
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Since it is primarily aimed at schools, the colors are bright and appealing. In 
addition to countries and capitals, the map includes lightly printing shaded 
relief, labels for major physical features, and select populated places.
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The map makes extensive use of vignettes both on land and water. Scattered 
island groups are bounded by a soft gray lines for clarity, although these lines 
are not actual maritime boundaries.
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The map contains over 2,600 labels. Labeling everything in Europe was a 
challenge because on an equal-area map less space is available than on 
compromise map projections, such as the Robinson. To get labels to fit in 
Europe, we had to use a combination condensed type and regular type with 
tight tracking. Myriad Pro in various styles is used throughout.
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The map is a JPEG image measuring 55” wide and 29” high at 350 DPI. It is 
designed to print on a large-format plotter loaded with a paper roll 36” wide. It 
is just a map without geo-political messages in the margins.

Here we see the map centered on the Greenwich meridian. However, because 
not everyone lives in Europe or Africa, such as New Zealand that is 
marginalized on the map periphery, we are offering versions of the map 
centered elsewhere.
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The map centered on 150E shifts the focus to East Asia, Australia, and the 
Pacific. Now, South America is getting the same treatment that New Zealand 
got on the first map. Antarctica and Greenland are the only land areas clipped 
by the lateral meridians.
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Finally, we also offer the map centered on 90W with the focus on the 
Americas. Notice how the lateral meridians now divide Asia.
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To distribute the wall map, we launched a new website for it at www.equal-
earth.com. Our hope is that schools and socially concerned groups will begin 
using it instead of the Peters World Map.

We will end our talk with a request of you: If anyone would like to translate the 
map into Spanish, or another language, please talk to us after the 
presentation.
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(Five minutes of Q and A)
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